IBM Security zSecure Administration

Enhance security administration, user provisioning and resource access management for IBM RACF

IBM Security zSecure™ Administration provides security personnel with tools designed to efficiently administer mainframe security while using fewer resources. By automating many recurring system administration functions, and by enhancing the native RACF authorization and delegation capabilities, Security zSecure Administration can help reduce costs, maximize IT resources, reduce errors, improve quality of services and deter privileged user abuse.

Solution capabilities include:

- Simplifies user provisioning, resetting of passwords and administration for resource access
- Can display occurrences or cross-references of a user ID or group
- Supports multi-line commands and operations spanning across multiple RACF databases
- Tests changes to RACF database configuration with an offline copy
- Merges RACF databases to support mergers and acquisitions
- Identifies potential problems quickly to minimize security breaches
- Performs RACF database cleanup to remove unused authorizations
- Enables visibility and management for profiles from an easy-to-use Microsoft Windows interface
- Uses decentralized RACF administration and separation of duties
- Offers customizable user displays to include integration with human resources data
The following products are included in the Security zSecure Administration solution:

- **IBM Security zSecure Admin**: Provides a user-friendly layer on top of RACF, which helps simplify and automate security administration, user management and compliance management on the mainframe.
- **IBM Security zSecure Visual**: Enables efficient RACF administration with a direct, easy-to-use, Windows-based graphical interface that can use fewer resources and provide richer functionality.

**For more information**

To learn more about IBM Security zSecure Administration, please contact your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit the following website: [ibm.com/software/tivoli/products/zsecure-administration](http://ibm.com/software/tivoli/products/zsecure-administration)

**About IBM Security Systems software**

The IBM Security portfolio provides the security intelligence to help organizations holistically protect their people, infrastructure, data and applications. IBM offers solutions for identity and access management, database security, application development, risk management, endpoint management, network security and more. IBM operates the world’s broadest security research, development and delivery organization. This comprises nine security operations centers, nine IBM Research centers, 11 software security development labs and the IBM Institute for Advanced Security with chapters in the United States, Europe and Asia Pacific. IBM monitors 13 billion security events per day in more than 130 countries and holds more than 3,000 security patents.
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IT system security involves protecting systems and information through prevention, detection and response to improper access from within and outside your enterprise. Improper access can result in information being altered, destroyed or misappropriated or can result in damage to or misuse of your systems, including to attack others. No IT system or product should be considered completely secure and no single product or security measure can be completely effective in preventing improper access. IBM systems and products are designed to be part of a comprehensive security approach, which will necessarily involve additional operational procedures, and may require other systems, products or services to be most effective. IBM does not warrant that systems and products are immune from the malicious or illegal conduct of any party.